Section 2

Lesson 6

Homophone or Homograph?

What is a homophone? What is a homograph? Do these two words

confuse you? Can you remember which is which?

Learn the meanings of the parts of these words.

homo = same

phone = sound

graph = writing

Homophones are words that have the same sound but different

spellings and meanings.

Miss Grace read a chapter from Gentle Ben aloud to us after lunch.
We are not allowed to chew gum in school.

Homographs are words that are spelled the same but have different

meanings. Their pronunciations may also be different.

George caught a bass (b1s) on his fishing trip.
Father usually sings bass (b6s).

Write the answers.

1. Write the word that means same writing.
2. The word homophone means

3.
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4.

.

Write homophone or homograph.

What brand of toothpaste do you use?
The rancher helped to brand the cattle.

Tim pounded the tent stake into the ground.
Mother barbecued steak for Father’s birthday.
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5.

Lee and Jerrel sat on the pier watching the sun set.
Catherine stooped to peer under the bed for her book.

6.

“Mr. Riley has already rung the bell!” exclaimed Tony.
Jake threw away the ladder with the broken rung.

7.

God said, “Let the earth bring forth grass.”
God created the sun and moon on the fourth day.

Circle the homographs. Underline the homophones.

8. Julia needed to earn money to pay for the silver urn.
9. The brave pioneers cared for the injured brave.

10. The blacksmith made a grate for the fireplace in the great hall.

We Remember

Write each word correctly on the blank. Some may be correct already.

11. shes

12. yours

13.
14.

our’s
hed

Underline the adverbs.

15. Isn’t it a beautiful day?

16. That clock is never on time.

17. Slowly Father backed the truck to the trailer.
18. “Darren wasn’t at church today,” said Matt.

Put parentheses around the prepositional phrases. Label each as an adjective
(adj) or adverb (adv) phrase.

19. Smoke from the fire drifted up the chimney.
20. Levi swam across the river.
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Put parentheses around the prepositional phrases. Underline each preposition
and circle its object.

21. The boys ran down the path, pounded across the bridge, and climbed up the hill
to their lookout.
22. We have a tree house in the oak tree on the hill.

23.

Underline the verbs in the sentences. Write verb phrase or compound verb.

Should I fix the wagon?

24.

William scribbled his name on the paper and passed
it to James.
Cain should not have killed his brother.

25.

Underline the verb twice and the subject once.

26. Never has the water been this low in Lake Nordan.
27. Strong and mighty is our God.

28.

Write an interrogative sentence.

Penmanship
Use your best handwriting.

29. Write each spelling word once.
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Spelling
disease

tonsils

sneeze

shiver

touch

complain

freckles

exercise
cough

31.

34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.

42.

WORDS TO SPELL 2

miracle

examination

30.
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ache

recover

strength

temperature

tissue

measles

system
ouch

swell

Write the spelling word for each pronunciation.

6k
m7å zßlz

32.

ekå sßr s8z

33.

k$f

Write the spelling word for the definition.

small brownish spots on the skin
to shake from cold

an exclamation used to show pain
to get well again

degree of cold or heat
become larger

to find fault, grumble
Write the spelling word that is a synonym.

sickness

inspection

43.

power
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Lesson 7
Apostrophes in Possessive Nouns

Words that show ownership are possessive words. Possessive nouns

may be either singular or plural.

Follow these rules for forming possessive nouns:

• if the word is a singular noun, add an apostrophe and s.
cabin’s chimney

Paul’s shirt

turkeys’ feathers

ladies’ voices

mice’s nest

children’s toys

• if the word is a plural noun that ends in s, add only an apostrophe.
• if the word is a plural noun, but does not end in s, add an apostrophe and s.
Write the possessive form of each singular and plural noun.

1. a. skunk

b. skunks

3. a. church

b. churches

2. a. tooth

b. teeth

Write the possessive form of each noun.

4. knives
5. ocean
6. Luke

7. buffalo
Circle the letter of the correct possessive noun.

8. Trevor

9. wasps

10. turkey
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a. Trevor’s

a. wasp’

a. turkeys’s

b. Trevors’

b. wasps’s
b. turkey’s

c. Trevors

c. wasps’

c. turkeys’

We Remember

Lesson 7

Underline the verbs twice and the subjects once.

11. He and Jack climbed the tree and hid there.

12. Shall Diana and Dana open their gifts now?
13. You should never be dishonest.

14. Down poured the rain from the overcast sky.
Diagram the sentences.

15. Luis and Joel talked and laughed excitedly.

16. Down poured the rain from the overcast sky.

Use the sample dictionary page on page 12.

17. What part of speech is ramshackle?

18. How many synonyms are there for ramshackle?
19. Write a sentence using one of the synonyms.
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Circle the answer.

20. A knight’s armor covered his body from head to foot.
Get a good night’s rest before taking a test.
homophone

homograph

homophone

homograph

21. Mother told us not to stare at the unruly child in the restaurant.
Father is building a stair for the storage shed behind the house.
Write a sentence . . .

22. . . . using his as an adjective.
23. . . . using his as a pronoun.
Underline the pronouns. Draw an arrow from each to its antecedent.

24. Mary and Martha were sisters. They had a brother named Lazarus.
25. Brother Dale said he will be going to Grenada next week.

Put commas where needed. Put parentheses around one prepositional phrase.

26. “Grandma makes the best cookies pies and cakes,” said Bob.
27. Be careful Dave so you don’t fall.

28. On February 5 1837 Dwight L. Moody was born.
29.
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Find and correct the stringy sentence.

Peter got out of the boat and began walking to Jesus. Suddenly he took his eyes
off Jesus and looked at the waves around him. He started to sink, so he called out to
Jesus to save him and Jesus did.

Penmanship

Lesson 7

Use your best handwriting.

30. Write the names of eight vegetables.

Spelling

Write spelling words in the blanks.

31. The solar

is very large.

32. Andrea is having an operation to take her

out.

33. Many people followed Jesus just to see Him do a

34. Kyle cried, “

35. Mother gave Rebecca some
school.

! That door pinched my finger.”

syrup before she went to

36. Dr. Smith told Grandfather to walk every morning for

37. Louis and two of his brothers have red hair and
38. Leprosy was a dreaded

39. The doctor let Mother hold Timmy during the

in Bible times.

40. Esther cannot come to school because she has the
41. A muscle is the tough

42. Bill got so cold he began to

.

.

.
.

that helps the body move.

.

.
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